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NEWS RELEASE 10 December 2010 

Welsh Resident Granted Protection from Extradition to the UK 
 

Maurice J Kirk BVSc is a private pilot, veterinary surgeon and property owner who has been harassed by 

Police in Somerset, Guernsey and, since the early 90s, in South Wales. Most recently, a Warrant for Arrest1 

was issued. A leaked report2 had revealed to him, that South Wales Police were going to use their licence to kill 

lawfully. Medical reports had been falsified to get him to Broadmoor for life. Being also resident in Brittany, he 

was thus looking for asylum there as well as in Alderney3. Today he was assured protection from extradition in 

Rennes, the capital of Brittany. The civil servants believed that he was the first Englishman to obtain asylum in 

France, possibly since the French Revolution.  

Having been a victim of harassment, false imprisonments, incarceration in a psychiatric clinic and the non-

investigation of crimes, resulted in Mr Kirk becoming a „chronic litigant‟. While he didn‟t take ‘no’ for an answer, 

Police „ratcheted up‟ their harassment: trumped up charges about a decommissioned machine gun, not 

investigating crimes and ultimately succeeding in getting Mr Kirk struck off the Register of Veterinary Surgeons.  

Mr Kirk won over 100 allegations against South Wales Police, with a near 90% success rate. His action for civil 

damages, however, has been blocked for years. A minor action resulted in a Warrant for Arrest in November, in 

Mr Kirk‟s absence, despite requests for adjournment on medical grounds.  

This warrant, together with the leaked intention to get Mr Kirk shot, were the main reasons for asking for 

asylum. However, he does have further grievances:  

 Medical records, that are urgently required for an overdue hip replacement, are withheld by the NHS, 

the Crown Prosecution Service and three other parties; see http://bit.ly/g4Cf4Z  

 Psychiatric records were falsified to ensure that he gets locked away for life  

 HM Court Services have denied him fair trials, while judgments in his favour of £15,000 and £50,000 

have not been paid up.  

Signatures of an online petition, representative of many other victims, will be sent to “HM Partnership4” as soon 

as 200 signatures will be gathered. See http://bit.ly/g4Cf4Z   
 

CONTACT   
Maurice J Kirk on 07907 937 953, maurice@kirkflyingvet.com  
Sabine K McNeill on 07968 039 141 or in Germany on 0049 33876 90166, email sabine@3d-metrics.com 
 

EDITORS' NOTES 
1. The Forum for Stable Currencies campaigns to comply with the rule of law, see also http://edm1297.info/   
2. Victims Unite!5 and Flying Vet challenges South Wales Police6 are published by Sabine K McNeill 

                                                        
1
 http://bit.ly/9XkSuH  

2
 http://mauricejohnkirk.files.wordpress.com/2010/12/10-10-03-this-report-cannot-be-disclosed-to-the-patient.pdf  

3
 http://kirkflyingvet.com/blogs/guest_blogs/archive/2010/12/02/kirk-asks-for-asylum-claiming-welsh-police-want-to-kill-me.aspx  

4 http://mauricejohnkirk.wordpress.com/the-deeper-issues/hm-partnership/  
5 http://victims-unite.net  
6 http://mauricejohnkirk.wordpress.com  
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